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Show Time
April normally is the opening month for Hibiscus Chapter shows around the country. Florida
kicks it off in middle February and Louisiana and Texas follow during the warmer parts of
our springtime. Unfortunately our cool evening temperatures have effected the number of
blooms for our early shows but that will soon rectify itself and we will be all smiles again.
This coming Sunday the Red Stick Hibiscus chapter in Baton Rouge is having their annual
show and sale on Saturday and Sunday May 3rd and 4th. Several of us will be driving over
to display our beauties and we encourage you to do likewise. Why not call a member or two
and make the short drive over to Baton Rouge. The show will be at the Burden Center off of
Interstate 10 and promises once again to be the spectacular event that it has always been.
Let’s support Damon and our Red Stick friends and have a wonderful day together. Those
that are displaying blooms should be there by 8:30 or so on Sunday. Naturally, Damon will
have coffee and donuts once you have set up your babies. Here is another special date Sunday May 25th….the New Orleans hibiscus chapter has their show on that date at Loyola
University. Write it down if you intend to go.
Our 6 pm May 6th meeting will focus around Show Time 2008 and deal with everything
from an update on our own show, the rules of the show, and even a discussion of the behind
the scenes on Show Date. What really goes on? Where do judges come from, what do they
do, and what are they looking for? What is a Director and what does the chairman do? If I
want to display my blooms for the first time, “What do I do?” And what do I use to get my
blooms there safely? There might even be a Story or 2 from the past. It should all be fun.
Our main objective will be to set you at ease and to let you know that we have all been
there. Some of us may even admit to some huge mistakes on our part. Hey, live and
learn………

Erin Rachel
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The Festival Des Fleurs….. was another huge success. The turn out across the board was
not as large as it has been in years past but from the smiles I saw on people‘s faces….THEY
HAD A BALL!” Once again blooming flowers win and they don’t even have to be hibiscus.
As one of our main fundraisers, Bonnie reports that we made a little over $1000. Nicely
done everyone!
Another happening from that show was once again the tremendous enthusiasm and teamwork of our membership. My personal congratulations to all that helped out and even to
those that were not officially signed up to work but did participate in the show itself. You are
appreciated more than you know.
Here’s a personal side note to the festival….I had not signed up for any particular time but
rather thought it would be best to see if we had any holes in our schedule once everyone had
a chance to sign in. I was not disappointed as our schedule looked to be totally filled in. Saturday morning I got up early and realized that I didn’t know exactly when our Treasurer
Bonnie Schoeffler might be there with our “seed” money so I decided I’d best be there in
case some cash was needed. I got there about 7:45 and met up with Sandra. We discussed a
few house keeping things and then decided to walk around to the different booths. We
bought a few things and quickly it was 9 am and the official start of the festival. We had 4
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people on the first shift so I knew it was well in hand. I just stood around observing. One by one people started coming by and a
found myself getting more involved. I actually felt like I was helping people understand these babies. It was pure fun! Naturally
people were drawn to the blooms on Bobby Dupont’s magnificent Hibiscus Tree. How could you not stop by? People started
asking more questions and buying plants. I remember thinking to myself, “Man, this is powerful!”. The next thing I knew it was
12:30. As they say, “Time goes by when you’re having fun!”. I could not believe it was that time. I decided I’d better go home so
I left. Got home, ate a quick bite, and sat down with no idea what I would do for the balance of the day. After I thought about it
for a second, I got up, and went back to the show. Absolutely amazing how this stuff grabs you. What impressed me the most
was that at the end of the show the ladies left me with the money. No way! I took it home for the count and to guard it for the
rest of the evening.
Next morning, it’s up early again and off to the show. More people, more plants, more good times. The next thing I knew it was
5 pm. Another great day talking about hibiscus and spending some quality time with some of you.
IT WAS ALL MY PLEASURE
*******************************************************************************************************

$$$……...Our treasurer Bonnie Schloeffler has asked me to remind you that your annual dues are officially due this month of
May so that we can report to national our next years roster and to pay our national dues. Help us by getting your dues in either
tonight or in the mail to me at Buddy Short, 312 Vennard Ave., Lafayette, LA 70501. As a precaution we will probably have a
phone committee call you in case your dues are not in by our deadline. We need your help so I ask you to get yours in early. A
membership form is included on the last page.
*******************************************************************************************************
Here are your two quotes of the month. They both make a lot of sense…………….
“The Secret of Success is to start from scratch and keep on scratching”
and
“Falling down doesn’t make you a failure, but staying down does”
**both of those could apply to maintaining these beauties. Sometimes nothing seems to go right and then we see a bloom!!!!
*******************************************************************************************************

BLOOMS AND THINGS FOR APRIL/MAY
The following article is from the Petaloid which is the offical monthly publication from the Lone Star Chapter of the American
Hibiscus Society. It was written by Master Hybridizer and hibiscus expert Barry Schlueter. I consider this article to be as good as
anything I have read in 7+ years of pursuing this wonderful hobby. I suggest you keep it for further reference. My special thanks
to Barry and the the Lone Star chapter for their shared knowledge. Merci Beaucoup! (view article on pages 3-5)

**********************************************************************************************
That’s it for this month. We’ll have a great meeting Tuesday. Again I encourage your questions……………..come
prepared………....see you soon……….Buddy

Mike Bernard Acadiana Chapter
of the American Hibiscus Society
For more information contact: Buddy Short at 232-2446 or email at buddy@shortfinancialgroup.com
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What Hibiscus Growers Are Doing in April/May
This Month in Paradise, By Barry Schlueter
If April is not the finest month to live in Houston, it
will do until October ends the hot summer. April
finishes the Azalea season, begins the long rose season,
and brings all sorts of perennial and annual color into
bloom. Not only that, but the weather is so mild that
our garden chores seem more like privileges than
sweaty obligations.
As for our beloved exotic Hibiscus, April bounty and
chores depend upon your persistence in previous
months. Those Hibiscus kept in good leaf through the
winter have begun to grow from dormant eyes now,
and are making some big, beautiful blooms already.
They want nutrition and water and all the sun you can
give them, along with protection from pests and
diseases.
Hibiscus already blooming and pushing out green
shoots all over are perfect for propagating. Such wood
roots readily and grafts even more easily this time of
year. And, the new grafteds will bloom much sooner
than will grafts of more dormant wood in any other
season. So this is the time to clone those favorites that
would be difficult to replace.
This is also the very best month to try hybridizing.
April is the month that yields the most successful
“takes” from your pollen dusting, and April seed pods
statistically contain more seeds than those set in
October through most of March. Before applying
pollen to cover clean, fresh stigma pads, give the pads a
mist of clean water to raise the humidity in the zone.
Nothing prohibits seed setting success in April as much
as dry breezes carrying the last cool Northern air.
Make it humid to make more seeds. And if hybridizing
is your primary passion, limit you’re fertilizing,
especially attempting to keep nitrogen levels a little
low. Nitrogen initiates new growth, NOT reproduction
via seed set, and overfeeding will cause some pods to
abort. Harsh chemicals can do the same, so use more
dilute foliar feeding and minimal pesticides and
fungicides if you want maximum seeds.
And this is also the perfect time to plant your seeds,
using fresh soil or a manufactured, sterile seed starting
mix like RediEarth available from Southwest Fertilizer.
Consider carefully nicking each seed to hasten
germination, or soak seeds overnight before planting.
Be sure to cover seeds only lightly; many hibiscus
seeds rot when planted more than ¼” deep. Use a little

coarse inorganic material to cover the seed pots lightly;
crushed coral or plain calcined clay (cat litter) helps
shed the hard seed coat, and discourages slugs and
snails from cutting the emerging seedlings and won’t
support dampoff fungi.
If you didn’t do it in March, April is the time to wake
up soil bacteria and invest in a long season of fine
blooms by adding organic nutrients to each pot, or
around the drip line of grounded plants. We use fish
meal from Southwest Fertilizer, applied into a conical
hole or two made by a dibble, about half a cup for
smaller pots and a cup for larger potted plants.
Grounded plants can make use of two cups or more.
Putting nutrients into dibble holes in potted plants
keeps nutrients from damaging stems at ground level,
especially for time release fertilizers like Osmocote.
Other organics of value this time of year include
manures NOT originating in feed lots, because of the
salt in them, or cottonseed meal or milorganite or some
combination. Adding these organics can also give you
an extra season of good growth when you just can’t
repot everything that would benefit from it. And April
is also the month we make more dibble holes to receive
the time release Osmocote we depend upon. If you can
stand the labor, also sprinkle a few tablespoons of
agricultural gypsum (calcium sulfate) into each pot this
spring; it will help improve soil tilth and stabilize pH to
some degree. And didja know that calcium is the
atomic element most numerous in all green plants? Tis
true, and having that growth/repair material plentiful in
the pot always seems to make for better growth.
Whatever fertilizing method you prefer, be
conscientious about it in April.
April pruning is ideal for best shaping plants, but
expensive in terms of the loss of wonderful quality
spring flowers. We hope to get all our Hibiscus
groomed in very early March. Remembering that
exotic Hibiscus do not NEED pruning like roses do,
groom your plants now if they need it. Start by
removing all dead or damaged wood and open up the
lower inside of plants to improve air circulation
through the plant. More air flow means less trouble
with insects and spider mites and fungus disease,
simplifies maintenance and makes any spraying you do
more effective.
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Almost certainly, unless you groomed carefully in March,
you have long, gangly shoots with leaves only at the tips
on some varieties. If you have ample new growth
beginning now, remove at least half of such gangly
growth by cutting back to near the average height of the
other branches of the plant. In a few weeks, that naked
shoot will likely produce several new growths,
multiplying your bloom count for the year. If you lack
much other foliage, do not cut out all gangly shoots at
once; try removing 1/3, then another third when you see
growth commencing on the first ones cut. Try never to
leave a pruned or groomed Hibiscus leafless. Use your
green thumb for the most important pruning; pinch out
the growth tip of all new plants repeatedly to enforce
branching, to produce more flowering shoots for the life
of the plant. Doing this in all warm months will give you
amazingly productive plants compared to those not
pinched. Try it!
March would have been preferable for repotting, but
April works well, also. In fact, repotting container
Hibiscus is usually successful during any of our warm
months. If you wish, pot UP to a larger pot size by using
a bleach solution to clean the pots involved (just a dip
will do) and secure fresh potting soil of choice. Remove
the old pot and rough up the root ball a bit, cutting some
roots with your sharp shears to reveal healthy white pith
inside. Dark root interiors signal trouble and such roots
should be removed as completely as possible. Your new
pot should only be perhaps an inch or two larger in
diameter than the old one. Add some fresh soil to the
bottom, insert the root ball to desired height and depth,
and backfill with fresh soil. Rock and bounce the pot to
settle soil, trying to keep your fingers out. Use three
waterings to finish settling the new soil and plant. Full
sun is ideal for this newly potted plant, moving it to some
filtered light as temperatures soar, if you have that
luxury.
If you wish to limit pot size and weight, as we do here,
repotting to the SAME size pot is easy and very
satisfactory for generating plant renewal. Just remove up
to 1/3 of the roots with a large knife or saw, clean the old
pot, then use fresh soil to repot as described above. Since
you removed 1/3 of the root system, it is desirable to
remove 1/3 of the shoot system also…by pruning away
approximately that fraction of the wood on top.
You can even bare root a Hibiscus plant this season by
water blasting with a garden hose. This is done to inspect
and prune all roots and cut away any galls or damage you
find.
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If lots of decaying roots are present, remove them and
consider dipping the roots into a Captan solution or a
10% bleach solution before repotting into a clean pot
with fresh soil. This can completely revive a struggling
old Hibiscus plant.
Many horticulture hobbyists used to practice an
annual “cleanup” spray of strong insecticide and
fungicide and miticide in March or April locally. Some
still do, but many of us now use foliar fertilizer like the
Space City blend, plus fish emulsion or Neem oil to
nourish plants to resistant good health and repel most
pests. This approach also retains all the beneficial
insects that give us safe control of the worst of pests, at
no expense to our health or our wealth.
Finally, as our cool season blooms give way to
blooms more typical of our hotter weather, notice the
changes that make these flowers so interesting. White
or yellow spots return soon to the spotted varieties, and
doubles become much more double as temperatures rise
into at least the upper 80’s. Many varieties will be
making larger blooms, some smaller, and yellows will
tend to return from wintertime orange to their typical
yellow tones. Reds get redder and whites get whiter
and petal overlap increases dramatically in the heat.
Paying close attention to these changes can increase
your enjoyment of these flowers, and make you a better
hybridizer and exhibitor.

Finally, finally…don’t fix it if it ain’t broke. If
you are enjoying success with your hobby using
different methods, please don’t consider any of
these opinions sacred or essential. Just keep
enjoying your Hibiscus in whatever manner you
choose. Keep the funinit!
~Barry Schlueter

Mike Bernard Acadiana Chapter
A Non-profit organization

NOW TAKING MEMBERSHIPS
It’s easy to join. Just complete the application below and mail or give application to one of our
members along with your annual membership dues of $35. Members receive first choice of
plants at events where the Mike Bernard Acadiana Hibiscus Chapter is participating in the show;
discounts on plants; Hooked on Hibiscus, the chapter newsletter; The Seed Pod, the quarterly
publication from the National Hibiscus Society; Monthly meetings from March-November;
Grafting parties; Hybridizing parties; Information on the care of hibiscus, and Much More!
Don’t delay…join today!

Name:_________________________

Phone Number:_____________________

Address:_______________________

Email:____________________________

City, State, ZIP:___________________________________________________________

Please turn in or mail completed application to
Mike Bernard Acadiana Hibiscus Chapter c/o Buddy Short
312 Vennard Ave., Lafayette, La 70501
For more information, call Buddy at:
Phone: (337) 232-2446 or Email: buddy@shortfinancialgroup.com

